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ABSTRACT 
A good multirmedia database managerment systerm (MDBMS) should be able to store, 
retrieve, and manage rich semantic data in multimedia database syst,ems. Due to the 
complexity of real-world applications, the number of databases and the volumes of 
data in databases have increased tremendously. With the explosive growth in the 
amount and complexity of data, how to effectively manage the network of databases 
and utilize the large amount of data becomes important. 
For this purpose, a probabilistic network-based mechanism for constructing a fed- 
eration of data warehouses and speeding up information retrieval to facilitate the 
functionality of an MDBMS is proposed. Our solution procedure consists of three 
steps. First, we build the probabilistic network by reasoning the probability distri- 
butions and mining the generalized affinity-based associations from a set of historical 
data collected from the network of operational databases. By doing so, the summa- 
rized and useful knowledge can be discovered. Second, we derive a siirnilarity measure 
method to construct a federation of data warehouses so as to reduce the number of 
inter-warehouse accesses required for queries. Those databases with high similarity 
values are placed in the same data warehouse. The similarity value is measured via a 
stochastic process from the mined probability distributions. Third, a second stochas- 
tic process generates a list of possible paths with respect to a given query and specifies 
the particular media objects over the constructed data warehouses so as to speed up 
multimedia query processing and information retrieval. 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation and Problem Definition 
The exponential growth of computer networks and data-collection technology has 
generated an incredibly large offer of products and services for the users of the com- 
puter networks. Recently, multimedia information systems have emerged as a fruitful 
area for research due to  the recent progress in high-speed communjcation networks, 
large capacity storage devices, digitized media, and data compression technologies 
over the last few years. Multimedia information has been used in several applications 
including manufacturing, medicine, education, business, entertainment, etc. A typ- 
ical example is to browse through or query a list of merchandise by reading prices 
(text data),  listening to descriptions (audio data), and viewing demonstrations (video 
data). With the increasing use of multimedia database systems, theire is the need for 
a multimedia database management system (MDBMS) which has the capabilities to 
provide a suitable environment for storing, managing, and retrieving data in multi- 
media systems. Here, MDBMSs are considered since an MDBMS stores and manages 
not only images, audio, graphics, animation, and full-motion video, but also text as in 
traditional text-based databases. Also, data access and manipulation for multimedia 
databases are more complicated than those of the conventional databases since it is 
necessary to incorporate diverse media with diverse characteristics. 
As the application complexity increases, the number of databases and the volumes 
of data in databases have increased tremendously in such an information-providing 
environment. With the explosive growth in the amount and complexity of data, the 
need to extend the database technology to effectively manage the databases and uti- 
lize the large amount of data has posed a great challenge to the database research 
community. The advanced data storage technology and database management sys- 
tems have increased our capabilities to collect and store data of all kinds. However, 
our ability to interpret and analyze the data is still limited, creating am urgent need to  
accelerate discovery of information in databases. In response to such a demand, data 
warehousing and data mining techniques [5, 7, 471 are emerging to extract the previ- 
ously unknown and potentially useful knowledge, to  provide better decision support, 
and to increase business opportunities. The overall knowledge discovery in databases 
(KDD) process includes the preprocessing and postprocessing of da,ta as well as in- 
terpretation of the discovered patterns as knowledge, while the data mining methods 
and algorithms aim solely at extracting patterns from raw data [16]. As pointed out 
by [29], there is a need and an opportunity for an at least partially-.automated form 
of li'DD, or data mining to handle the huge size of real-world database systems. 
Data warehousing employs database technologies for storing and maintaining data. 
A data warehouse is subject-oriented and contains integrated data [18]. A data ware- 
house does not create value by itself; value comes from the data in the warehouse 
[46]. Different data warehousing views can be generated for different applications. In 
data warehouse views, the data values are aggregated from a collection of data from 
the underlying operational databases. In data warehousing, the :;ummarized and 
consolidated information from data is more important than the detailed individual 
data, and may not be available directly from the data. For this purpose, data min- 
ing techniques are used. Data mining is a process for extracting nontrivial, implicit, 
previously unknown and potentially useful information from data. Many other terms 
such as knowledge discovery, knotaledge mining, knowledge extraction, data archaeol- 
ogy, data dredging, and data analysis carry a similar or slightly different meaning in 
the existing articles and documents [7]. 
Three of the most common methods in data mining are association rules [42, 431, 
data classification [6, 251 and data clustering [15, 501. Associaticln rules discover 
the co-occurrence associations among data. Data classification is the process that 
classifies a set of data into different classes according to some cornmon properties 
and classification models. Finally, data clustering groups physical or abstract objects 
into disjoint sets that are similar in some respect. In traditional databases, data 
clustering places related or similar valued records or objects in the same page on 
disks for performance reasons. A good clustering method ensures that the intra- 
cluster similarity is high and the inter-cluster similarity is low. However, since the 
data in each multimedia database is structural in nature and the workloads are query 
intensive with mostly complex queries that tend to access information across multiple 
multimedia databases, we consider conceptual database clustering rat her than data 
clustering in this study. Similar to  data clustering, database clustering is to group 
related multimedia databases in the same cluster (data warehouse) such that the intra- 
cluster similarity is high and the inter-cluster similarity is low. Here, two multimedia 
databases are related in the sense that they either are accessed together frequently 
or have similar objects. 
Though data warehousing and data mining are two separate topics and practices, 
they are closely related in applications [3]. For example, the growth of data ware- 
housing in organizations is one important connection between data :mining and data 
warehousing. The raw material (raw data) in the data warehouses is the main source 
for data mining, i.e., to prepare clean and well-documented databases for the data 
warehouses. Data warehousing and data mining technologies have been beneficial to 
many industries such as the manufacturing, retail, transportation, healthcare, and 
telecommunications since they offer the capability to sort, analyze, manipulate, and 
query data. For example, by utilizing the data warehousing and diita mining tech- 
niques in the market-basket  analysis in a retail store, the retail store learns what items 
its customers frequently purchase toget her and places these items in market baskets. 
The goal is to understand the behavior of typical customers as they navigate the aisles 
of the store. Suppose that many customers will walk from one to the other of those 
items which are purchased together frequently. Then the owner of the store can put 
some high-profit items tempting such customers between those items to induce more 
impulse buying to increase profits. Finding patterns in the biological da ta  from the 
fields of DNA and protein analysis improves the healthcare industry. Furthermore, 
several emerging applications in information providing services, such as on-line ser- 
vices and the World Wide Web, also call for various data warehousing/data mining 
techniques to  better understand user behavior, to ameliorate the service provided, 
and to increase the business opportunities. To make use of the huge amount of data 
which is unexplorable under current techniques, data warehousing and data mining 
are the techniques needed. 
The cost of query processing is pretty high when accessing these (databases. How- 
ever, if the related databases are conceptually grouped together, t:he cost of query 
processing can be expected to be reduced since these databases usually belong to  
a certain application domain and are required consecutively on so-me query access 
path. Hence, the need to  perform database clustering by discovering the summarized 
knowledge in the databases to accelerate query processing has become inevitable. 
This motivates us to  cluster the network of databases into beneficial data warehouses 
based on the access behavior of the application queries. For those users who wish 
to access only parts of the databases, they can access the data from the appropriate 
clusters without going through the whole network of databases. In ,other words, the 
set of data warehouses provides a flexible means of sharing information among all the 
databases since it allows users to incrementally and dynamically access the informa- 
tion they want without being overwhelmed with all of the unstructured information. 
1.2 Synthetic Outline of My Work 
Unlike traditional text-based database systems, information in multimedia sys- 
tems is highly volatile and semantically rich. Data access and rnanipulation for 
multimedia database systems are more complicated than those of the conventional 
database systems since it is necessary to incorporate diverse media with diverse char- 
acteristics. Therefore, a good MDBMS (multimedia database management system) is 
a necessity for a network of databases. Recent papers related to multimedia database 
systems can be categorized in the following application domains: speech recognition, 
word recognition, signal processing, handwriting recognition, and document/passage 
retrieval [2, 22, 26, 28, 321. However, the focus of the above research ir; on the low-level 
feature recognition of multimedia data; while our approach addresses the need for a 
mechanism at the database management point of view. In addition, query processing 
in multimedia database systems, in general, involves not only the closely interrelated 
communication cost and processing cost but also the capability to handle the rich 
semantic data. 
Toward this end, we have proposed and developed a probabilisti'c network based 
mechanism to support the dynamic discovery of knowledge units witlhin a network of 
databases. The mechanism is based upon a core set of database constructs that char- 
acterize object database systems, along with a set of queries with the probabilistic de- 
scriptions of database access patterns. The mechanism provides a uniform framework 
for organizing, mining, managing, and utilizing database information. units within an 
environment of multiple, autonomous, interconnected multimedia 'databases. The 
network of databases is modeled as a probabilistic network with the .affinity relations 
of the multimedia databases embedded in some probabilistic modelrj. The proposed 
Markov .model mediator (MMM) mechanism serves as the probabilistic model for each 
node in the probabilistic network. MMMs adopt both the Markov Model framework 
and the mediator concept. A Markov model is a well-researched mathematical con- 
struct which consists of a number of states connected by transitions:. 148, 491 define 
a mediator to be a program that collects information from one olr more sources, 
processes and combines it, and exports the resulting information. In other words, a 
mediator is a device regarded as a framework for performing integration over multiple 
databases and expresses how the integration is to be achieved. 
With the help of probabilistic networks, methods can be developed to discover 
useful information and knowledge for the multimedia database systems via proba- 
bilistic reasoning. The proposed MMM mechanism allows us to query different media 
types and manage the rich semantic multimedia data. In an MMM, each node repre- 
sents a .media object since the primitive constructed or manipulated entities in most 
multimedia systems are media objects. A media object could be a video clip, an 
image, a text file, or a complex entity of these simpler entities [4]. Each media object 
in an MMM is associated with an augmented transition network (rlTN) which is a 
model for multimedia presentations, multimedia database sea.rching, and multimedia 
browsing [8, 9, 101. 
In addition, the proposed probabilistic network-based mechanism facilitates the 
functionality of an MDBMS by three steps. First, a stochastic process performs 
probabilistic reasoning to derive sets of probability distributions from a set of his- 
torical data and build a probabilistic network. The set of historicall data is used as 
the training traces for finding the probability distributions. Second, a federation of 
data warehouses is constructed based on the mined probability distritbutions [37, 391. 
Third, a second stochastic process generates a list of possible state sequences with 
respect to a given query and indicates which particular media objects to  query over 
the constructed data warehouses [38, 391. After the second stochastic process, mul- 
timedia database searching becomes handy. When the required media objects are 
predicted, the corresponding ATNs are traversed for information retrieval. Moreover, 
since there might be multiple data warehouses constructed in the first stochastic pro- 
cess, if an MMM cannot provide all the information for a query, then the second 
stochastic process is applied to other Mh'lMs until all the information for the query 
is found. 
1.2.1 Markov Models 
A Markov model consists of a number of states connected by transitions. The 
states represent the alternatives of the stochastic process and the transitions contain 
probabilistic and other data used to determine which state should be selected next. 
All transitions S; -+ S, such that Pr(Sj I S;) > 0 are said to be allowed, the 
rest are prohibited. A discrete-parameter Markov process or Markov sequence is 
characterized by the fact that each member of the sequence is conditioned by the 
value of the previous member of the sequence. A Markov Chain is a (dynamic system, 
evolving in time. Since the current member, xk+l, is conditionally independent of xo, 
21 9 . . ., xk-l given xk, the branch probabilities are independent of the time index k. 
Therefore, the Markov Chain is said to be homogeneous. The stochastic behavior of 
a homogeneous chain is determined completely by the probability distribution for the 
initial state and the one-step transition probabilities. 
Many applications use Markov model as a framework such as Hidden Markov 
Models (HMMs) which are based on modeling patterns as a sequence of observation 
vectors derived from a probabilistic function of a non-deterministic first-order Markov 
process in speech recognition [31], and Markov Random Field Models permit the 
introduction of spatial context into pixel labeling problems and lead to algorithms 
for generating textured images, classifying textures, and segmenting textured images 
[33, 12, 171. However, no existing research uses Markov models as a framework in 
designing a database management system. 
1.2.2 Terminology 
The definitions of the terminology used in this report are introduced below. 
media object: A media object is the primitive constructed or manipulated 
entity in most multimedia systems and it could be a video clip, an image, a text 
file, or a complex entity of these simpler entities. A media object is represented 
as a node in an MMM and has a set of attributes/features whose descriptions are 
available in d;. A media object is denoted by C;,j, where the index 'i'indicates 
the database identification and 'j' represents the media object identification 
within d;. 
attributelfeature: A class of attributes or features, 0; j , k  where 'k' denotes 
the attributelfeature identification, associated to a media object Ci are to 
characterize Ci,j and to represent the information pertaining to the di available 
to the application queries. The values of i, j, k are unique. Each media object 
has its own set of attributeslfeatures. 
relationship links Two types of relationship links are captuired in the MMM 
mechanism - equivalence and interaction. In a single database, media object 
equivalence cannot exist in two different media objects since a database schema 
represents a non-redundant view. As such, only media objects across different 
databases can have an equivalence relationship. 
1.  equivalence links: The notion of real world states (RWS's) [20, 271, i.e., 
the scope of the real world the two media objects are designed to  reflect in 
the database, is used to compare two media objects. Two media objects are 
deemed to possess the same real world states if they represent the same 
sets of instances of the same real world entity. Two media objects C;,j 
and C,,, are said to be equivalent if RWS(Ci,j)=RWS(Cm,n). Equivalence 
links are used to connect the two equivalent media objects across different 
databases together. 
2. interaction links: Interaction links are to represent re1;stionships other 
than the equivalence relationships. All the relationship links for the media 
objects in a database are considered as the interaction links. 
1.2.3 Overview of the Probabilistic Network-Based Mechanism 
Our proposed system specifically considers the interrelation and sharing of infor- 
mation units managed by a large scaled network consisting of heteroge:neous databases. 
In other words, some of the databases are relational, some are objec-t-oriented, some 
are hierarchical, and some are multimedia. However, since a multimedia informa- 
tion system stores and manages not only images, audio, graphics, animation, and 
full-motion video, but also text as in traditional text-based databases, the network 
is represented by a set of multimedia information systems. Figure 1.1 illustrates the 
overview of the system architecture. This system contains six main parts which are the 
multimedia resource subsystem, the knowledge discovery subsystem, the probabilistic 
network subsystem, the data warehouse subsystem, the query proce:wing subsystem, 
and the information retrieval subsystem [37, 38, 391. This report focuses on how 
the federation of data warehouses is constructed and thus covers only the knowledge 
discovery subsystem, the probabilistic network subsystem, and the data warehouse 
subsystem. The complete discussion of the mechanism is in [40]. 
a the multimedia resource subsystem 
the multimedia resource subsystem 
the knowledge discovery subsystem 
multimedia 
resource 
the probabilistic network subsystem the data warehouse subsystem 
the query processing subsystem 
8 information retrieval subsystem 
user query 
Fig. 1.1. The system architecture of the proposed probabilistic 
network-based mechanism. The system architecture is compos.ed of six main 
subsystems which are the multimedia resource subsystem, the knoulledge discovery 
subsystem, the probabilistic network subsystem, the data warehouse subsystem, the 
query processing subsystem, and the information retrieval subsgrstem. Each 
subsystem is enclosed by a box and consists of two or more modules. The control 
flow is represented by the arrows. 
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Fig. 1.2. An example multimedia resource subsystem. The multimedia 
resource subsystem has four resource databases - one of them is an audio database, 
one of them is an image database, and the other two are text databases. Each 
database has its own defining properties represented by its media objects. 
The multimedia resource subsystem consists of four modules -- multimedia re- 
sources, multimedia resource schemas, resource databases, and iz set of historical 
data. Each multimedia resource is associated with a designated resource schema 
which defines the set of media object definitions with their attributes. The re- 
source database is a set of persistent objects which are instances of the media 
objects defined in the schema. The set of historical data includes the usage 
patterns of the media objects with respect to the set of sample queries and the 
access frequencies of the sample queries. The multimedia resource databases 
together with the set of historical data provide the prior information. The in- 
formation in the resource databases and the historical data a,re the inputs to 
the knowledge discovery subsystem and the probabilistic netw0.i.k subsystem. 
Throughout this report, an example multimedia database system is used to illus- 
trate how the proposed mechanism works. As shown in Figure 1.2, there are four 
multimedia resource databases in the multimedia resource subs:ystem. One is an 
audio database, one is an image database, and two are text databases. The text 
databases are the traditional databases which can be relational, object-oriented, 
or hierarchical. Since things in the world around us have a defined physical 
meaning, each multimedia database has a set of media objects and each media 
object has its own set of attributes/features. Therefore, we think of a database 
in connection with its media objects and attributeslfeatures. For example, a 
table and its attributes in a relational database can be mapped to  a media ob- 
ject and its attributeslfeatures. As for the audio and image databases, besides 
the audiolimage data, the databases contain several proper tie:^ that are useful 
in the context of archiving numerous audiolimage entries [24]. For example, 
in the audio database, the media object Company contains a name attribute, 
a profile attribute, a president attribute, and a set of emp-~aame attributes. 
These attributes allow the user applications to query the audio database for 
certain desired information. The following lists the media objects and part of 
the attributeslfeatures in the example multimedia resource subsystem. 
dl = {Company, Employee) = {C1,1, Cl,2); 
Cl,l * (name, profile, president, emp-name) = (01 ,1 ,1 ,  01,1,'2, 01,1,3, 0 1 , 1 , 4 ) ;  
d2 = {Emp, Department, P r ~ j e c t ) = ( C ~ , ~ ,  C2,2, C2.3); 
d3 = {Dept, Secretary, Engineer, Manager) =(C3,], C3,2, C3,3, (73,4); 
d4 = (Inlet Valve, NeedleSeat, InletNeedle, Manufacturer) =(CLt,l, C4,2, C4,3, C4,4). 
the knowledge discovery subsystem 
The generalized afinity-based association mining process supports the knowl- 
edge discovery subsystem. The association mining process consists of two mod- 
ules (phases). Phase I checks a set of constraints: (1) minimum interest thresh- 
old, (2) interest constraint, and (3)  refinement constraint iteratively to  construct 
a candidate set. In Phase 11, a minimum confidence threshold is first used to  
cut down the size of the candidate set. Then, some further c13nditions can be 
imposed to get rid of any unreasonable pairs in the candidate set. After the 
two phases, the discovered knowledge (i.e., the pairs of quasi-equivalent media 
objects) is then input into the probabilistic network subsystem to allow the con- 
struction of a probabilistic network for all the multimedia resource systems. We 
use the quasi-equivalent relationship to approximate the structilrally equivalent 
relationship. 
the probabilistic network subsystem 
There are two modules in the probabilistic network subsystem.. 'The first module 
takes the information from the multimedia resource subsystem a:nd constructs lo- 
cal MMMs via data mining and probabilistic reasoning. Each resource database 
is modeled by a local MMM whose three probability distribut,ions - the state 
transition probability distribution, the observation symbol probability distribu- 
tion, and the initial state distribution - are mined in the probabilistic reasoning 
process. After all the local MMMs are constructed, a stochastic process which 
uses the probability distributions of the local MMMs is applied to measure 
how similar two local MMMs (resource databases) are. The sin-lilarity measures 
from the first module together with the knowledge (i.e., the quasi-equivalence 
relationships of the media objects) discovered in the knowledge discovery sub- 
system are used in the second module to construct the probabilistic network. 
The discovered quasi-equivalent media object pairs determine the topology of 
the probabilistic network (or the browsing graph). 
Each resource database is associated with a node in the pr~ba~bilistic network. 
Two nodes are connected in the probabilistic network only if these two resource 
databases have quasi-equivalent media objects. Without loss of generality, two 
nodes are connected by two opposite directed arcs since the structural equiv- 
alence relationship is bi-directional. The probability distributions of the local 
MMMs together with the topology of the probabilistic network are then the 
inputs to the data warehouse subsystem to construct a federation of data ware- 
houses. 
the data warehouse subsystem 
The data warehouse subsystem consists of two modules. The first module takes 
the inputs sent by the probabilistic network subsystem and generates a federation 
of data warehouses via invoking a traversal-based greedy database clustering 
strategy. After the formations of the data warehouses, an integrated MMM for 
each data warehouse is constructed in the second module. 
During the summarized information step, the data warehouse module formu- 
lates the three probabilistic distributions for each integrated NIMM and dis- 
covers summarized/useful knowledge within each data warehouse. Then, all 
the information mined in the summarized information step is forwarded to the 
integrated MMM module. In addition to the information forwarded from the 
first module, the integrated MMM module takes another input - users' queries. 
The integrated MMM module accepts users' queries, extracts the required at- 
tributes/features from them, and submits the attributes/features to the query 
processing subsystem. In other words, the integrated MMMs are the basic units 
for processing user queries. 
r the query processing subsystem 
The query processing subsystem consists of two modules: the lattice gener- 
ation module and the path ranking module. Based on the set of the at- 
tributes/features extracted from a query and submitted by the integrated MMM 
module, a stochastic process is applied to generate a lattice (or trellis) structure 
for the given query in the lattice generation module. This stochastic process per- 
forms a proposed dynamic programming approach to compute the edge weights 
and the cumulative edge weights of the edges on the lattice. The generated lat- 
tice yields a list of possible state sequences (media object sequences) to avoid 
exhaustive search. Searching databases one by one for a query is very time- 
consuming and expensive especially under a multimedia inforrnation providing 
environment. 
The complexity of a query depends heavily on the order in which the databases 
are searched for a successful path. Therefore, if the possible paths can be 
identified to locate information efficiently, then query processing can be speeded 
up. As a result, the proposed dynamic programming algoritlnm is applied to 
rank the list of possible state sequences yielded by the first module in the path 
ranking module. Thus, the path ranking module selects the poi;entially relevant 
media objects for the query. From the experience, there will be only a limited 
number of possible paths sent by the first module which reducels the complexity 
of the path ranking procedure in the second module. 
the information retrieval subsystem 
The information retrieval subsystem takes the ranked paths identified by the 
query processing subsystem to  retrieve the required information for the query. 
There are three modules in this subsystem - the multimedia browsing module, 
the multimedia searching module, and the multimedia presentadtion module. As 
mentioned previously, information retrieval in the proposed MMM mechanism 
lies on the ATNs associated with the media objects in the integrated MMMs. 
Once the required media objects for a query are identified along a path in the 
query processing subsystem, information retrieval simply traverses the ATNs of 
those identified media objects. 
These three modules are interleaving in the sense that a user might at the 
same time need to browse through all the possible paths, to traverse the ATNs 
and/or subnetworks of the media objects along each path, and to  watch mul- 
timedia presentations to get the information he or she wants for a query. To 
retrieve information for a query, several steps need to  be executed. First, the 
query is translated into a multimedia input string. Next, a proposed substring 
matching algorithm is invoked which completely matches or partially matches 
the multimedia input string of the query to the multimedia input strings of the 
ATNs or their subnetworks of the media objects along a path. If the query con- 
tains topics related to video data, then the multimedia presentation module is 
invoked. Finally, since all the possible paths are ranked, the tclp ranked path is 
first given a try. If the top ranked path cannot provide the information required 
for the query, then the next ranked path is considered. This is repeated until 
the information required for the query can be obtained. 
1.3 The Markov Model Mediator (MNIM) 
The essence of a distributed information-providing environment is a large num- 
ber of databases which are navigated by queries. Many queries in such a distributed 
information-providing environment require not only the detailed and individual records 
but also the summary and consolidated information in the databases. In addition, 
the cost of query processing is very expensive especially in such a large-scaled envi- 
ronment because the workloads are query intensive with mostly complex queries that 
tend to access millions of records from a set of databases. 
As a result, the network of databases is modeled as a probabilistic network with 
the affinity relations of the databases embedded in some probabilistic models. For this 
purpose, we have proposed a unified model called Markov Model Mediators (MMMs) 
to serve as the probabilistic models for the probabilistic network. There are two 
stochastic processes related to MMMs. The first stochastic process performs proba- 
bilistic reasoning and discovers the summarized knowledge to const]-uct a federation 
of data warehouses via the use of a set of historical data, i.e., a probabilistic descrip- 
tion of the expected access patterns of the media objects. Since MMMs possess the 
stochastic property of Markov Models, the conceptual database clustering is based 
on complex statistical and probabilistic analyses which are best urtderstood by ex- 
amining the network-like structure in which those statistics are stored. The second 
stochastic process generates a list of possible state sequences with respect to a query 
and indicates which particular media objects to  query over the constructed data 
warehouses. 
1 . 3 1  Components of an MMM 
There are two types of MMMs - local MMMs and integrated MMMs. Each mul- 
timedia database is modeled as a local MMM and each data warehouse is modeled 
as an integrated MMM. An MMM (local or integrated) is represented by a 6-tuple 
X = (S, F, A, B,II, Q )  where S is a set of media objects called states; F is a set of 
attributes/features; A is the state transition probability distribution; B is the obser- 
vation symbol probability distribution; II is the initial state distribution; and 8 is a 
set of augmented transition networks (ATNs). 
An MMM consists of a sequence of states which represent the meclia objects (in S) 
in the multimedia databases. Since different media objects may have different types 
of attributes or features, each media object has its own set of attrib-utes/features (in 
3 ) .  The states are connected by directed arcs (transitions) which contain probabilistic 
and other data used to  determine which state should be selected next. All transitions 
S; + Sj such that P r ( S j  I S;) > 0 are said to be allowed, the rest are prohibited. 
P r ( S j  I S;) is greater than 0 when the media objects Si ;&nd ,Tj have been accessed 
together by the queries or have a structural equivalence relationship. Essentially, an 
MMM is a stochastic finite state machine with a stochastic output process attached 
to  each state to describe the probability of occurrence of the output symbols (states). 
A ,B ,  and II are the probability distributions for an MMM and play as the major 
roles in the stochastic processes. The elements in S and 3 determine the dimensions 
of A and B. The formulations of A, B, and II for an MMM and the construction of 
the data warehouses will be introduced in the next few sections. Since those local 
MMMs which are accessed frequently are placed in the same data, warehouse, the 
integrated MMMs are used in the second stochastic process to  find the possible list 
of state sequence for a query. 
The augmented transition network (ATN) is a semantic model to  model multi- 
media presentations, multimedia database searching, and multimedia browsing. An 
ATN can be represented diagrammatically by a labeled directed graph and it consists 
of a finite set of state nodes connected by the labeled directed arcs. The arcs in an 
ATN represent the time flow from one state node to  another. An arc represents an 
allowable transition from the state node at its tail to  the state node at its head, and 
the labeled arc represents the transition function. An input string is accepted by an 
ATN if there is a path of transitions which corresponds to  the sequence of symbols 
in the string and which leads from a specified initial state to  one of a set of specified 
final states. Subnetworks are developed to allow the users to choose the scenarios rel- 
ative to the spatio-temporal relations of the video or image contents or to specify the 
criteria based on a keyword or a combination of keywords in the queries in an ATN. 
Information in text databases can be accessed by keyword: via the text subnetworks. 
For example, if a text subnetwork contains the keyword "Purdue University Library," 
then the Purdue University library database is linked via a query wjth this keyword. 
The most significant advantage of subnetworks is that a subnetwork can represent an 
existing media object. In other words, a subnetwork can be shared by multiple mul- 
timedia databases, and thus any change in a subnetwork will autoinatically change 
the contents of the multimedia databases that include the subnetwork. The inputs 
for ATNs are modeled by multimedia input strings. Also, each subnetwork has its 
own multimedia input string. Database searching in ATNs is performed via substring 
matching between the multimedia input string(s) of the ATN (and its subnetworks) 
and the multimedia input string of a given query. Therefore, each rnedia object has 
an associated ATN. When the required media objects are predicted: the correspond- 
ing ATNs are traversed for information retrieval. For the details of .4TNs, please see 
[8, 9, 101- 
1.4 Contributions 
Here we briefly state the contributions of this report. A probabilistic network- 
based mechanism is proposed which incorporates the probabilistic reasoning and data 
mining techniques into the multimedia database management system (MDBMS). The 
proposed Markov model mediators (MMMs) serve as the probabilistic model for the 
nodes in the probabilistic network. No existing research has useti a probabilistic 
network-based approach in MDBMS. Probabilistic reasoning is powerful in a complex 
probabilistic network with a large number of states. Probabilistic reasoning can be 
effectively applied in databases to conceptually cluster the databases into a federation 
of data  warehouses. We are not claiming that  the clustering method is the best. 
On the other hand, several empirical studies have been conducted showing that the 
MMM mechanism performs better than some other chosen clustering methods under 
the selected database management systems from Purdue University. 
The proposed probabilistic network-based mechanism is designed in particular to 
provide the following four functional capabilities of organizing, mining, managing, 
and utilizing a structured information space under the designed six subsystems in 
three steps to facilitate the functionality of an MDBMS. 
1. Structural organization concerns how the heterogeneous databases are struc- 
tured into a probabilistic network. 
attempts to organize the media objects in a database into the local MMM 
construct; 
each database is modeled by a local MMM; 
attempts to  organize the local MMMs into the probabilistic network; 
the structural organization has a substantial effect on the amount of effort 
involved in the identification of appropriate information for a user query. 
2. Information mining concerns how some useful data patterns are extracted from 
the data. 
in order to  construct the local and integrated MMMs, a probabilistic rea- 
soning approach that draws upon data mining techniques is employed; 
in order to  determine the topology of the probabilistic network, a gener- 
alized affinity-based association mining approach that draws upon data 
mining techniques is employed; 
the discovered knowledge has a substantial effect on the construction of 
the probabilistic network. 
3. Database management concerns how the network of databases is partitioned 
into a federation of beneficial data warehouses. 
in the probabilistic network, databases with structurally quasi-equivalent 
media objects are interconnected and can be clustered into a collection 
called a data warehouse; 
each data warehouse is modeled by an integrated MMM; 
the network of databases, therefore, consists of a federation of data ware- 
houses; 
the construction of a federation of data warehouses has a substantial effect 
on reducing the cost of query processing. 
4. Information utilization concerns how relevant information can be identified and 
retrieved from the resource repositories with respect to a user query. 
once the federation of data warehouses is constructed, the user can request 
information by issuing a query; 
the integrated MMMs are the units for query processing; 
a dynamic programming algorithm is proposed for identifying possible me- 
dia objects for a query; 
each media object has an ATN associated with it; 
ATNs and the multimedia input strings model multimedia searching, mul- 
timedia presentations, and multimedia browsing; 
the identification of required media objects has a subs-tantial effect on 
effective and efficient database searching. 
The following subsections outline how this report approaches these issues. 
1.4.1 The Probabilistic Network: Organizing 
The structural organization concerns how the heterogeneous databases are struc- 
tured into a probabilistic network. The network of databases is modeled as a prob- 
abilistic network with affinity relations of the databases embedded in the proposed 
MMM mechanism. The MMM construct is a mathematically sourld framework to 
model the database access patterns as a sequence of observation vec1;ors derived from 
the queries issued to the databases. A core set of database constructs that character- 
ize the databases and a set of queries with the probabilistic descriptions of database 
access patterns are the required prior information. Since the MlAMs possess the 
stochastic property of Markov models, it is used as the probabilistic model embed- 
ded in a probabilistic network to  manage and utilize the information for a network 
of databases. An MMM consists of a number of states (media objects) connected 
by transitions and serves as the probabilistic model for each node (database) in the 
probabilistic network. Moreover, data mining and probabilistic reas'oning techniques 
are incorporated in the construction of the probabilistic network. 
As shown in Figure 1.3, there are four local MMMs in correspondence to the four 
multimedia resource databases - one audio, one image, and two tlext databases in 
Figure 1.2. Each database has its own defining properties represented by a set of 
media objects, and each media object has a set of attributes/feature:j. Each database 
is modeled by a local MNIM construct where its media objects are organized into the 
states of the local MMM. A set of historical data regarding the access frequencies 
and patterns for the queries is used to furthermore organize the local MMMs into a 
probabilistic network. The structural organization of the probabilistic network has a 
substantial effect toward conducting the two proposed stochastic processes. 
1.4.2 Probabilistic Reasoning and Data Mining: Mining 
Information mining concerns how some useful data patterns are extracted from 
the data. Two data mining approaches are proposed to discover tlie data patterns 
from the prior information. First, the probability distributions of t:he MMMs (local 
or integrated) are mined through a proposed probabilistic reasoning approach. The 
probabilistic reasoning process starts with the probabilistic descriptions of the queries 
and the semantic structures of the databases. Then the probability distributions for 
local and integrated MMMs are formulated [37]. 
Second, a generalized affinity-based association mining algorithm is developed to 
discover the set of quasi-equivalent media objects for the network of databases. An 
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Fig. 1.3. The constructed local MMMs for the four databases in Figure 1.2. Each 
database is modeled by a local MMM construct and the set of its ~nedia  objects is 
organized into the states of the local MMM. 
empirical study of the real databases at Purdue University is conducted to illustrate 
how the generalized affinity-based association mining algorithm discovers the set of 
quasi-equivalent media objects. Experimental results show that the proposed algo- 
rithm discovers the knowledge accurately. 
In addition, a stochastic process based on the discovered knowledge, i.e., the 
probability distributions and the set of quasi-equivalent media objects, is proposed 
to  construct the probabilistic network for the network of databases [39]. Hence, the 
discovered knowledge has a substantial effect on the construction of the probabilistic 
network since it is part of the inputs for the probabilistic network subsystem. 
1.4.3 Data Warehousing: Managing 
Database management concerns how the network of databases is partitioned into 
a federation of beneficial data warehouses. The topology and the branch probabilities 
of the probabilistic network are used to  construct the federation of data warehouses 
for the network of databases. Two databases are interconnected in the probabilistic 
network only if they have quasi-equivalent media objects. Therefore, two databases 
can be clustered into the same data warehouse only if they are interconnected in the 
probabilistic network. A database clustering strategy based on the topology and the 
stationary probabilities which are transformed from the branch probabilities of the 
probabilistic network is proposed. The constructed federation of the data warehouses 
has a substantial effect on reducing the cost of query processing since the databases 
in a data warehouse usually belong to a certain application domain and are required 
consecutively on some query access path. Therefore, the cost of query processing is 
expected to be reduced. 
In addition, an integrated MMM is constructed for each data warehouse and the 
integrated MMMs are the basic units for information retrieval and database searching. 
For those users who wish to access only parts of the databases, they can incrementally 
and dynamically access the information they want without being overwhelmed with all 
of the unstructured information. In other words, the set of data warehouses provides 
a flexible means of sharing information. Furthermore, since the integrated MMMs are 
the units for information retrieval and database searching which are conducted by a 
proposed stochastic process, the probability distributions for the integrated MMMs 
need to be constructed. 
1.4.4 Querying and Information Retrieval: Utilizing 
Information utilization concerns how relevant information can be identified and 
retrieved from the resource repositories with respect to a user quer,y. Once the fed- 
eration of data warehouses is constructed and the probability distributions of the 
integrated MMMs are obtained, user queries can be issued on the integrated MMMs. 
An integrated NIMM is the basic unit for querying and information, retrieval. How- 
ever, in some cases, a query may need to access one or more integrated MMMs to 
get the required information. If a particular integrated YIMM cannot find all the 
information for a query, then another integrated MMM is used. 
For each user query, a lattice (or trellis) is generated by a proposed stochastic 
process. This stochastic process includes a proposed dynamic prograrnming algorithm 
which computes the edge weights and the cumulative edge weights for the edges on the 
lattice. A list of possible paths will be identified and ranked based on the edge weights 
and the cumulative edge weights [38, 391. The dynamic programmiiig algorithm can 
effectively and efficiently identify the required media objects with respect to a given 
query. The identification of the required media objects has a substantial effect on 
information retrieval and database searching since the prediction of a subset of media 
objects for a query minimizes the effort for searching over the whole illformation space 
of the databases. 
Moreover, since each media object has an associated ATN with it, not only the 
text information but also the images, video, etc. can be managed and retrieved. A 
subnetwork is constructed for each image, video frame, or text. Once the limited sub- 
set of media objects is identified, database searching becomes handy. Simply traverse 
the ATNs of those media objects to find the requested information for the query. 
If a media object contains images, video frames, or texts, then its subnetworks are 
traversed. The input for an ATN or a subnetwork is a multimedia input string, and 
each user query is also translated into a multimedia input string. Thus, multimedia 
database searching becomes the problem of substring matching between the multime- 
dia input string of the query and the multimedia input strings for the ATNs and/or 
their subnetworks. Furthermore, multimedia relationships such as the temporal and 
spatial relationships are supported in ATNs. Functions such as multimedia presenta- 
tions, multimedia searching, and multimedia browsing are also supported [8, 9, 101. 
1.5 Organization of the Report 
The rest of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 illustrates the knowledge 
discovery subsystem by developing the generalized affinity-based association mining 
process to  discover the set of quasi-equivalent media objects. Chapter 3 shows how 
the data mining and probabilistic reasoning are used to construct the probabilistic 
network for the probabilistic network subsystem. A federation of data warehouses 
is constructed via a proposed stochastic database clustering strategy for the data 
warehouse subsystem is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the query processing 
subsystem and the information retrieval subsystem are discussed. Finally, conclusions 
are in Chapter 6. 

2. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASES 
2.1 Introduction 
In the last decade, the exponential growth of computer networks and data-collection 
technology, such as bar-code scanners in business domains and sensors in scientific 
and industrial domains, has generated an incredibly large offering of products and ser- 
vices for the users of computer networks. In business, data captures information such 
as sales opportunities and quality/cost control to improve corporate profitability. In 
science, data represents study observations and phenomena. In manufacturing, data 
helps to identify performance and optimization opportunities and lo improve trou- 
bleshooting processes. With the explosive growth in the amount arid complexity of 
data, advanced data storage technology and database management systems have in- 
creased our capabilities to collect and store data of all kinds. For instance, enterprises 
increasingly store the huge amounts of data in data warehouses for decision-support 
purposes. The growth of data warehousing in organizations has lecl to the need for 
data mining: clean and well-documented databases. However, our ability to interpret 
and analyze the data is still limited, creating an urgent need to accelerate discovery 
of information in databases. This need has been recognized by researchers in different 
areas such as database management systems [ll, 141, data warehousing [18, 301, ma- 
chine learning and artificial intelligence [19, 361, statistics [13], and data visualization 
[al l  411. 
Data in row format has little direct benefit. What is of value is the knowledge 
that can be inferred from the data and put to use. In other words, its true value 
depends on the ability to extract useful information for decision support or on the 
exploration and understanding of the data in the databases. Traditional data analysis 
methods often depend on humans to deal with the data directly. However, as the 
volume of data increases, it is not realistic to expect human experts to analyze all 
the data since manual data analysis simply cannot scale to handle it. In addition, 
knowledge acquisition from experts may be biased and need to be validated with 
broader tests. Discovering knowledge from data, or data mining, can help to overcome 
the limitations. In [16], the authors define knowledge d i scovery  in database  (KDD) to 
be the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately 
understandable patterns in data and d a t a  m i n i n g  to be the application of algorithms 
for extracting patterns from data. In other words, data mining is a component in 
the KDD process concerned with t,he means by which patterns are extracted and 
enumerated from the data. However, in most of the existing articles and documents, 
KDD and data mining carry a similar meaning. Therefore, we USE! KDD and data 
mining interchangeably in this report. 
Data mining is a process to extract nontrivial, implicit, previously unknown and 
potentially userful information from data in databases. One of the primary goals of 
data mining is to find human interpretable patterns (clusters, rules, trees, time series 
patterns) describing the data in a database. The discovered patterns can be valuable 
information for decision making and be used to form a classificatiori model, identify 
trends and associations, refine an existing model, or provide summary knowledge of a 
database. By knowledge discovery in databases, interesting knowleldge, regularities, 
or high-level information can be extracted from the relevant sets of data in databases 
and be investigated from different angles, and large databases thereby serve as rich and 
reliable sources for knowledge generation and verification. However; nothing is more 
likely to  undermine the performance and efficiency of a business than inappropriate, 
misunderstood, or ignored summarized information obtained from the data. The 
reason is that the potential business contribution of corporate activities depends on 
the quality of decisions and in turn on the quality of the data used to make them. 
2.2 Discovery of Association Rules 
Association rule mining has attracted strong attention and proven to be a highly 
successful technique for extracting useful information from very large databases. 
2.2.1 Association Rules 
[I] defines an association rule to be an expression X -+ Y, where X and Y 
are sets of items and X n Y = 8. The rule implies that the transactions of the 
database which contain X tend to  contain Y. Association rules a,re a simple and 
natural class of database regularities. Intuitively, associated items appear together 
frequently. Discovering associations in a database will uncover the affinities among 
the collection of data in the database. These affinities between data, are represented 
by association rules. 
There are three measures of the association - support, confide~zce and interest. 
The support factor indicates the relative occurrence of both X and Y within the 
overall data set of transactions and is defined as the ratio of the number of tuples 
satisfying both X and Y over the total number of tuples. The confidence factor is 
the probability of Y given X and is defined as the ratio of the number of tuples 
satisfying both X and Y over the number of tuples satisfying X. In other words, 
the support factor indicates the frequencies of the occurring patterns in the rule and 
the confidence factor denotes the strength of implication of the rule [7]. S' ince not 
all the discovered association rules which pass the minimum suppoirt and minimum 
confidence factors are interesting enough to present, sometimes an interest factor is 
defined to indicate the usefulness of the rules. The interest factor is a measure of 
human interest in the rule. For example, a high interest means that if a transaction 
contains X, then it is much more likely to have Y than the other items. 
Let N to be the total number of tuples and I A I to be the number of tuples 
containing all items in the set A. Define 
The problem is to  find all the association rules satisfying user-specified minimum 
support and minimum confidence constraints that hold in a given database. Rules 
with high support and confidence factors represent a higher degree of relevance than 
rules with low support and confidence factors. 
2.2.2 Affinity-Based Association Rules 
One of the most important problems in data mining is the discovery of association 
rules for large databases. We use the relative affinity values to  measure how frequently 
two media objects have been accessed together in a set of queries [37]. Here, the set 
of queries is considered as the set of transactions since, similar to the case that each 
transaction may contain one or more items, each issued query may request information 
from one or more media objects from the databases. However, the current definition 
of support tells only the number of transactions containing an iteniset but not the 
number of items. An item may be purchased in multiples in a transaction such that it 
should be considered more frequently than the support measure indicates. Similarly, 
each query could have a distinct frequency, i.e., a query may be activated several 
times. For example, though the number of outcomes that two media objects are 
accessed by the same queries is small, if the total access frequency of those queries 
accessing both of them is high, then the relative affinity between these two media 
objects is considered to  be high. Therefore, the actual access frequency of a query 
per time period should be taken into account when the relative affinity between two 
media objects is calculated, and the calculations of support, confidence, and interest 
for association rules are based on the relative affinity values. Using the relative affinity 
measures allows more informative feedback because it tells the number of accesses of 
the queries but not the number of queries. 
Assume a set of historical data with eight queries is used to  generate the training 
traces that are the prior information required for the proposed mechanism. The 
set of historical data contains information such as the usage patterns and the access 
frequencies of the sample queries. Table 2.1 shows the usage patterns of media objects 
versus the sample queries. If a media object was accessed by a certain query, then the 
Table 2.1 
The usage patterns - the entity with value 1 indicates the query accessed the 
corresponding media object. For example, the media object (state 2 in dl)  has 
been accessed by queries ql, q2, qs, and q7. 
corresponding entity has a value 1. The access frequencies of the sample queries are 
shown in Table 2.2. For example, the access frequency of query q2 is 100. The training 
traces generated by the set of historical data together with the resource databases 
play as a priori for the proposed mechanism. 
Let Q = (1, 2, . . ., q) be the set of sample queries that run on the multimedia 
databases dl ,d2,  . . . ,d, with media object set OC = (1, 2, . . ., g) in the multimedia 
database system. Define the variables: 
usek ,m 
n; = number of media objects in database d; 
u s e k , ,  = usage pattern of media object rn with respect to query k per time 
~ e r i o d  (available from the historical data) 
states (media objects) 
1 if media object rn is accessed by query k 
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Table 2.2 
The access frequencies of the queries. For example, the access frequency of query 42 
is 100. 




a f fmIn  = relative affinity measure of media objects m and n 
con f idence(m 
41 
25 
Here, support(m) indicates the fraction of the number of accesses of the media 
object m with respect to the total number of accesses for all the queries. The support 
value of the rule ( m  -+ n )  shows the probability of accessing both media objects m 
and n with respect to all the accesses of the queries. The confidence value of the rule 
( m  + n )  denotes the probability of accessing media object n given that media object 
m has been accessed for the queries. The interest value of the rule ( ~ n  -+ n )  gives the 
measurement that if media object m is accessed by a query, then media object n is 
much more (or much less) likely to be accesses by the same query. For example, a high 
interest value of the rule ( m  -+ n )  implies that media object n is much more likely to 
have a high affinity relationship with m than other media objects. Then, these values 













find the set of quasi-equivalent media objects. The quasi-equivalent relationship is 
used to approximate the structurally equivalent relationship. Moreover, since we 
try to discover the quasi-equivalence relationship of two media objects, only the 2- 
itemsets are considered, hence reducing the overheads such as database scans and 
large itemset generations. 
2.3 Generalized Affinity-Based Association Mining 
In this section, we explore a new data mining capability that involves mining 
quasi-equivalent media objects in a network of databases where queries tend to ac- 
cess information from related or structurally equivalent media object,~ residing across 
multiple databases. For example, a given database might contain a media object 
E M P L O Y E E ,  given attributes name, id, address, department, and salary. Another 
database has a media object E M P  file, representing the enrollment of employees in 
training courses and containing attributes name and courses. Here, the media objects 
E M P L O Y E E  and E M P  in the two databases should represent the same RWS's for 
the organization, i.e., they are structurally equivalent. Suppose that,  in order to carry 
out the process of training course administration, it is necessary to know the depart- 
ment for each enrolled employee. To answer this type of query, it is required to access 
information from both media objects. For this purpose, a generalized affinity-based 
association mining approach is proposed. 
2.3.1 Architecture 
Figure 2.1 shows the architecture for the knowledge discovery subsystem. The mul- 
timedia resource subsystem provides the required information such as the multimedia 
resource databases and the set of historical data, and the generaked afinity-based 
association mining is the main process of the knowledge discovery subsystem. The 
main task of this subsystem is to discover the set of quasi-equivalent media objects 
which can be used to  assist in the construction of the probabilistic network. There 
are two major phases for the generalized afinity-based association mining process - 
Phase I and Phase 11. Phase I is executed iteratively based on the refinement of the 
minimum interest threshold to generate the candidate set of quasi-equivalent media 
the multimedia resource subsystem 
(1) resource databases 
(2) query usage patterns and 
access frequencies the knowledge discovery subsystem 
of quasi-equivalent rnedia object 
mining 
t 
the probabilistic network subsystem 
Fig. 2.1. Architecture for the knowledge discovery subsystem. The multimedia 
resource subsystem provides information such as the multimedia resource databases 
and the set of historical data (query usage patterns and access frequencies), and the 
generalized afinity-based association mining is the main process of the subsystem. 
The generalized afinity-based association mining process consists of two phases. 
The first phase is executed iteratively based on the refinement of the minimum 
interest threshold to generate the candidate set of quasi-equivalent media objects 
until a predefined refinement constraint is met. Then, the second phase checks the 
minimum confidence threshold and further conditions (if any) on the candidate set 
to get the final set of quasi-equivalent media objects. 
objects until a predefined refinement constraint is met. Then. based on the candidate 
set generated from Phase I, Phase I1 checks the minimum confidence threshold and 
further conditions (if any) to get the final set of quasi-equivalent media objects. 
We now roughly discuss the steps for the two phases. The detailed algorithm will 
be introduced in the next subsection. Phase I starts with a set of constraints: (1) 
minimum interest threshold, (2) interest constraint, and (3) refinement constraint. 
Any pair whose association rule has an interest value exceeding the interest threshold 
is first selected into the candidate pool. Next, the interest constraint is imposed to 
shrink the size of the candidate pool: the pair (m,  n )  remains in the candidate pool 
only if both (m,  n )  and (n,  m)  are in the candidate pool. That is, both interest(m + 
n) and interest(n + m )  must satisfy the interest threshold criterion to make sure 
they are interesting enough in both directions. Then, the output of Phase I consists 
of a list of pairs of candidates. On seeing the candidates, the refinement constraint is 
checked to see whether further interest threshold refinement is necessary or not. In 
this manner, Phase I is iterative. 
Once satisfied with the current candidate list, the process proceeds to Phase 11, 
wherein two constraints are set: (1) minimum confidence threshold, and (2) whatever 
further conditions to be imposed. The minimum confidence threshold is used again 
to cut down the candidate pool size. The pair (m, n)  stays in the candidate pool if 
either con f idence(m + n) or con f idence(n + m) reaches the minimum confidence 
threshold. Upon examining the output, further conditions can be imposed to get rid 
of unreasonable pairs in the candidate pool. 
2.3.2 Algorithm 
In this subsection, we describe the algorithm of the proposed generalized afinity- 
based association mining process to discover the set of quasi-equivalent media object 
pairs. This mining process is very useful to explore some semantic relationships from 
the complicated data structures of the databases automatically, and requires param- 
eters such as the minimum interest threshold, refinement constraint, and minimum 
confidence threshold to be determined by the users subjectively according to different 
requirements for different applications. For example, we set the minimum confidence 
threshold to  99% in this study since we try to approximate the structural equivalence 
relationship which requires a high confidence factor. This flexibility allows users to 
set the criteria suitable for different applications. Though the mining process is used 
to find the set of quasi-equivalent media objects in this study, it can also be used in 
other applications. For example, in manufacturing, there exist hundreds of assembly- 
subassembly part relationships [34]. These relationships correspond to the concept 
of "composition" defined in the OSAM data model in [44] or the aggregation re- 
lationships. An aggregation hierarchy expresses part-of relationships between two 
media objects with 1:M cardinality by definition. Media objects are organized into 
an aggregation structural hierarchy if one media object is composed by other media 
objects in a nested or hierarchical fashion. This mining process can be applied to 
exploit some of the semantic relationships such as the assembly-subassembly part se- 
mantic relationships for the applications in the manufacture domain. Of course, the 
definitions of the affinity, support, confidence, and interest, and the selections of the 
parameters need to be adjusted accordingly. 
Here, the details of the algorithm for the generalized afinity-based association 
mining process for this study are introduced. Starts with all the media objects in the 
databases. Let L1 and L2 represent the sets of 1-itemsets and 2-itemsets, where each 
1-itemset has one media object and each Zitemset has two media objects. Generate 
L2 by L1 * L1 where * is an operation for concatenation. The algorithm needs to make 
only one pass over the database. While the only pass is made, one record at a time is 
read and support(m), a f f,,,, and the summary of accessr, are computed. After that, 
support(m + n) and interest(m + 72) can be obtained. There is no need to do mul- 
tiple database scans? thus reducing the processing overheads. We now discuss how to 
generate the candidate pool and how to  determine the set of quasi-equivalent media 
objects. Assume the number of media objects in the databases is Nnzo. The values 
for cr ia l ,  cria2, and Conf need to be decided by the users before the algorithm is 
run. The variable cr ia l  sets the minimum interest threshold for each iteration. Let 
the maximal interest value for the media object m to be I, and the resulting set to be 
candidate-pool. The minimum interest threshold is defined to be "iteration number 
x crial  x I,". In this case, the minimum interest threshold increases as the number 
of iterations increases. The variable cria2 sets the refinement constraint for Phase 
I. The refinement constraint threshold is defined to be "c r i a .2~  the total number of 
media objects". If the number of media objects which have zero or one pair remain- 
ing in the candidate-pool is greater than or equal to the refinement constraint, then 
Phase I stops and goes to Phase 11. Otherwise, go to next iteration with a new mini- 
mum interest threshold for Phase I. The variable Con f sets the minimum confidence 
threshold for Phase 11. This value is used to remove the pairs which fail the minimum 
confidence threshold checking. 
* Steps for Phase I: 
1. For all the l-itemsets, compute support(m). 
2. For all the 2-itemsets, 
Compute a. f f,,,. 
Compute support(m + n). 
Compute con f idence(m + n). 
Compute interest(m -+ n). 
3. Initialize candidate-pool = 8 and iter = 1; set the values for cr ial  and cria2. 
4. For m = 1 to Nmo, 
(a) If i ter = 1, then find the maximal interest value I, from interest(m -+ n) 
where a media object n is in a different database since the equivalence 
relationship can occur only when two media objects are from different 
databases. 
(b) Set the minimum interest threshold In tTd  = crial  x iter x I,. 
(c) For those media objects n's, 
if iter = 1 and interest(m + n) 2 IntTd, 
then candidate-pool = candidate-pool U {(m, n)). 
else if interest(m + n) < IntTd, 
then (m, n)  is removed from candidate-pool. 
5 .  Check the interest constraint: 
if (m, n )  E candidate-pool and (n,  m) # candidate-pool, 
then (m, n) is removed from candidate-pool. 
6. Check the refinement constraint: 
if the number of media objects which have zero or one pair remaining in the 
candidate-pool 2 cria2 x Nmo, 
then goto Phase 11. 
else set iter = iter + 1 and goto step 4. 
The first step is to compute the support(m) for every 1-itemset. Since each query 
may be activated multiple times, the actual access frequency of each query is taken 
into account in calculating support(m) and support(m + n) values. That is why 
this mining process is afinity-based. The advantage of using the relative affinity mea- 
sures is to allow more informative feedback because it tells the number of accesses 
of the queries but not the number of queries. The second step is to compute the 
~ f f ~ , ~ ,  support(m + n),  confidence(m + n), and interest(m -+ n) for all the 
media object pairs. Only the interest(m -+ n) and confidence(m -+ n) values are 
needed in determining the set of quasi-equivalent media objects. Initialization of the 
variables is performed in the third step. The candidate-pool is initially set to be 
an empty set. Also, the values for the minimum interest threshold (crial) and the 
refinement constraint (cria2) need to be defined. Again, these criteria can be ad- 
justed for different applications. Set the number of iteration (iter) to be 1 and go to 
step 4. Step 4 executes a for-loop for all the media objects. First, find the maximal 
interest values for all the media objects on the first iteration. Once the maximal 
interest value I,  for media object m is obtained, the minimum interest threshold can 
be calculated according to the predefined formula. Similarly, the formula to calculate 
the minimum interest threshold can be varied for different applications. Then, the 
corresponding media object pair is put into the candidate-pool or removed from the 
candidate-pool by comparing its interest value with the minimum interest threshold. 
The candidate-pool constructed from step 4 goes to step 5 for the interest constraint 
checking. Since only those media object pairs whose interest values are above the min- 
imum interest threshold on both directions are interesting enough to be considered 
as quasi-equivalent, the interest constraint is used to cross out the unsatisfied pairs 
from the candidate-pool in step 5 .  In step 6, the refinement constraint is checked to 
see whether another iteration is required. If the number of the media objects which 
have zero or one pair remaining in the candidate-pool is equal to or greater than 
cria2 of the total number of media objects, then Phase I stops and goes to Phase 11. 
Otherwise, go to step 4 for another iteration. 
* Steps for Phase 11: 
1. Set the minimum confidence threshold C o n  f 
2. For each pair (m, n )  in candidate-pool, 
if con f idence(m. + n)  < C o n  f and con f idence(n + m) < C o n  f ,  
then (m,  n )  is removed from candidate-pool. 
3.  Check if further conditions need to be imposed to remove some unreasonable 
situations. 
The steps for Phase I1 are used to eliminate those media object pairs which are po- 
tentially nonequivalent. First, the minimum confidence threshold needs to be defined. 
Again, this threshold can be adjusted accordingly for different applications. The sec- 
ond step is to remove those media object pairs whose confidence values are smaller 
than the minimum confidence threshold on both directions. However, since some 
Table 2.3 
The maximal interest measure I ,  for each media object m. 
situations cannot be reflected directly by the numbers of accesses from the histori- 
cal data, human reasoning is required. The last step of Phase I1 is to check whether 
there exist some unreasonable situations in the candidate-pool. For example, a media 
object cannot have equivalent relationships with two or more media objects in the 
same database at the same time since equivalence can only occur for media objects in 
different databases. These unreasonable situations need to be examined by humans 
to get the final set of quasi-equivalent media object pairs. 
2.4 Empirical Study 
To empirically test the proposed generalized affinity-based association mining ap- 
proach, we ran the algorithm on the financial database management systems at Pur- 
due University in July, August, and September for the year 1997. We implemented 
the algorithm with the affinity-based support, confidence, and interest measures re- 
flecting the number of accesses for each media object. The databases represent 22 
media objects accessed by 17,222 queries. Let the media objects be numbered from 1 
to  22 and the media objects in the same database have consecutive numbers. Set crial 
= 0.2, cria2 = 0.5, and Conf = 99%. Table 2.3 lists the maximal interest values for 
the 22 media objects and Figure 2.2 shows the candidate pairs in the candidate-pool 
for each iteration and each phase. 
Two iterations were executed in Phase I. At the first iteration, the I ,  measures for 
all media objects m's were first found (as shown in Table 2.3). Note that the maximal 
interest value for a media object may occur on multiple places. This situation occurs 
when support(m + n)  is equal to support(n). That is, those queries which access 
media object n also access media object m. For example, the pairs (1,9) and (1,20) 
both have interest value 1.387 which indicates that those queries which access media 
object 9 also access media object 1. Similarly, those queries which access media 
object 20 also access media object 1. However, the maximal interest for 9 occurs at 
the pair (9,3) and the maximal interest for 20 occurs at the pair (20,12). From the 
observations, if the I, measure occurs at interest(m -+ n), the I, measure occurs at 
interest(n -+ m),  and the I ,  and I, are equal, then m and n are potentially to be 
quasi-equivalent. Since those queries which access m also access n and those queries 
which access n also access m, this indicates that m, and n are accessed by the same 
set of queries and thus they are very likely to have the quasi-equivalence relationship. 
In addition, we observe that when the I, measure is very large, it converges to one 
quasi-equivalence pair for the corresponding media object m, faster than other media 
objects since a certain percentage (0.2, 0.4, etc.) of the I, value is used as the 
criterion to maintain the candidate-pool. When the I, value is much larger than 
other interest values, it is possible that other media objects will be crossed out of the 
candidate-pool in one or two iterations. As can be seen from Table 3.3, the maximal 
interest value for media object 3 is 468.603 which occurs at the pair (3; 9) and at the 
same time the maximal interest value for media object 9 is 468.603 which occurs at 
the pair (9,3). Since the value 468.603 is extremely larger than other interest values 
for media objects 3 and 9, only the pairs (3,9) and (9,3) remain in the candidate-pool 
for media objects 3 and 9 in the first iteration (as shown in Figure 2.2(a)). 
When the I, measures are determined, the IntTd for the first iteration is set 
to be 0.2 x I, and 97 pairs are generated in the candidate-pool. After the interest 
constraint, 30 pairs are removed and the refinement constraint checking indicates that 
there is a need to go to the second iteration. The refinement constraint is to check 
whether the number of the media objects which have zero or one pair remaining in the 
candidate-pool is equal to or greater than 11 (i.e., 0.5 x 22). The first column in Figure 
2.2(a) is an individual media object and the second column lists the candidate media 
objects corresponding to that individual media object. Those media objects which 
PHASE I 
(a) candidate-pool: (iteration 1) (b) candidate-pool: (iteration 2) 
media media object list media media object list 
object object 
1 7,,dA,JO, $, 12, ~, fi, d, $, 17,%8,19,20,21 1 f $, 17, 19,,h%l 
2 2 
3 9 3 
P 
9 
4 A $, 11, fi, 15,16,17, d, 22 4 
5 
d, Id, $,22 
5 7,#,@, $, 12, $, 17, ~4 22 $ 1 7 ~ 2 2  
6 7, 17 6 7, 17 
7 I,#, 5,6, @,21 7 6, 21 
8 13,15, 16,17 8 13, 15,16 
9 9 3 
10 :,A 18 10 18 
11 14 11 14 
12 1,5, 17,19,20 12 17 9,20 
13 8,18 13 8, 
14 11 14 11 
$ 
15 498 15 8 
16 / ,4 ,8  16 8 
17 1,4, 5,6,7,8,  $,fi, 12, $,19,20, 21 17 1,5,6, Ad 12,19,20,21 
18 /, 10,13 18 10 
19 I?/, 12917 19 1, 12, 17 
20 1, 12, 17 20 12,17 
21 1,7, 17 2 1 7, 17 
22 / ,4 ,5  22 495 
PHASE I1 
(c) candidate-pool: (confidence checking) 
media media object list 
object 
1 vf,  19 
(d) candidate-pool: (further checking) 
media media object list 
ob-ject 
Fig. 2.2. The candidate pairs in the candidate-pool. 
do not meet the interest constraint in the candidate media object list are crossed out 
from the candidate media object list. The resulting media object list is then input 
to  the second iteration. At the second iteration, the minimum interest threshold 
I n t T d  is incremented to  0.4 x I, which makes the pool shrink to 52 pairs. Next, the 
interest constraint is checked and 12 pairs are removed. (as shown i11 Figure 2.2(b)). 
Then, the refinement constraint is satisfied so that Phase I stops and the size of the 
pool goes from 97 pairs down to 40 pairs. That is, more than half of the pairs have 
been removed after Phase I is executed. Since the interest measures are based on 
the affinity relationships of the media objects, saying that the association (m + n) 
has high interest means that if the media object m is accessed by a, query, then the 
media object n is much more likely to be accessed by the same query than other 
media objects. That is, media object n is much more likely to have a high affinity 
relationship with m. than other media objects. Similarly, if both associations (m + n) 
and (n + m )  satisfy the minimum interest threshold and interest constraint, then 
the pairs (m, n)  and (n,  m )  are most likely to be quasi-equivalent . 
In Phase 11, the minimum confidence threshold Con f is set to  be 99%. The reason 
for such a high confidence threshold is that rules with high confidence factors represent 
a higher degree of relevance than rules with low confidence factors. Since we try to 
approximate the structural equivalence relationship, which requires a high confidence 
factor, the confidence threshold is set high for this purpose. There are 24 pairs left 
in the candidate-pool after the confidence constraint checking (as shown in Figure 
2.2(c)). Finally, it is checked whether some unreasonable situations exist and need 
to  be avoided. In the current candidate-pool, media object numbered 1 7  appears to 
have quasi-equivalence relationships with media objects numbered 6, 19, 20, and 21. 
This is unreasonable because of the following two observations. First, media objects 
numbered 19, 20, and 21 belong to the same database. As mentioned previously, 
equivalence relationships exist only in media objects in different databases. Hence, it 
is impossible for media object numbered 1 ?'to be quasi-equivalent to all three of them. 
Second, media object numbered 6 is quasi-equivalent to  media object numbered 21 
and at the same time is in the same database as media object numbered 1 which is 
quasi-equivalent to media object numbered 19. Hence, media object numbered 17 
cannot have quasi-equivalence relationships to media objects numbered 6, 19, and 
21. From the above two observations, eight more pairs are removed and the final 
number of pairs in the candidate-pool is 16 (as shown in Figure 2.2(d)). Since the 
quasi-equivalence relationship (m, n)  is the same as the quasi-equivalence relationship 
(n,  m) ,  there are eight quasi-equivalent pairs when the order is not considered. 
3. THE PROBABILISTIC NETWORK 
3.1 Data Mining and Probabilistic Reasoning 
3.1.1 Architecture 
Figure 3.1 shows the architecture for the probabilistic network subsystem. The 
multimedia resource databases and the set of historical data are provided by the mul- 
timedia resource subsystem. Another input is the set of quasi-equivalent media ob- 
jects which is obtained from the knowledge discovery subsystem. The set of discovered 
quasi-equivalent media objects is used to determine the topology of the probabilistic 
network. Two databases are linked in the probabilistic network only if they have 
quasi-equivalent media objects. Once the required information is available, the three 
probabilistic distributions for each MMM can be constructed. After that,  the first 
stochastic process formulates a similarity measure method. The similarity values are 
then transformed into the branch probabilities for the probabilistic network and the 
branch probabilities are used in partitioning the databases. Database clustering will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
3.1.2 Formulation of the Probability Distributions 
State Transition Probability Distribution A 
The relative affinity measurements are calculated to indicate how frequently two 
media objects are accessed together. When two multimedia databases whose media 
objects are accessed together more frequently, they are said to have a higher relative 
affinity relationship. Accordingly, in terms of the state transition probability in a 
Markov model, if two media objects have a higher relative affinity relationship, the 
probability that a traversal choice to  state (media object) n given the current state 
(media object) is in m (or vice versa) should be higher. Realistically, the applications 
the multimedia resource subsystem 
(1) resource databases 
(2) query usage patterns and 
access frequencies 
/ the knowledge discovery subsystem 
pro abilistic 
re k soning 
\ the probabilistic network subsystem 
the data warehousk subsystem 
Fig. 3.1. Architecture for the probabilistic network subsystem. The multimedia 
resource subsystem and the knowledge discovery subsystem provide the information 
such as the multimedia resource databases, the set of historical data (query usage 
patterns and access frequencies), and the set of quasi-equivalent media objects to 
the probabilistic network subsystem. 
cannot be expected to specify these affinity values. Therefore, formulas to calcula.te 
these relative affinity values need to be defined. Define the variables: 
f,,, = the joint proba.bility which refers to the fraction of the relative affinity of 
media objects m. and n in a database (or a warehouse) with respect to the total 
relative affinity for for all the media objects in a da.ta.base (or a warehouse) 
f, = the marginal probability 
am,, = the conditional proba.bility which refers to the state transition probability 
for an MMM 
We denote A the state transition probability distribution whose elements are a,,,. 
For a local MMM A;: 
The state transition probabilities for a local MMM is defined as follows. For 
any m , n  E di, 
For an integrated MMM Acc: 
On the other hand, the state transition probability distribution for an integrated 
MMM can be defined in the following manner. If a data warehouse CC contains 
only one database, then no actions need to be taken to re-calculate the state 
transition probability distribution A for the integrated MMM. However, in most 
cases, a warehouse contains two or more databases so that the integrated MMM 
should merge those local MMMs in CC. Therefore, A needs to be re-calculated. 
Merge of two or more local MMMs: 
For any media objects s and t in CC if there exists a link from s and t? the 
relative affinity measure between s and t is computed. Let Xi and Xj denote 
two local MMMs for d; and dj> where j # i and Xi, Xj E CC. Define the variables: 
a f fSlt  = affinity measure of s and t if there is a link between s and t in an 
integrated MMM 
a,:, = the state transition  roba ability of a local MMM 
a:., = the state transition probability of an integrated MMM 
p,,t = the probability that A; goes to Xj with respect to s and t 
p, = the probability that A; stays with respect to s 
Ci=, usek,, x usek,, x accessk, if a link between s and t exists 
a f  fs,t = 
otherwise 
(3.5) 
The steps for determining a:,t where s , t  E CC are: 
1. For each local NIMM Xi where i E CC, 
- Compute the relative affinity a f fsVt by using Equation 3.5. 
- Compute the joint probability fSj t  by using Equation 3.6. 
- Compute the probability J I , , ~  by using Equation 3.7. 
- Compute the probability p, by using Equation 3.8. 
2. If both s , t  E Xi ==+ a:,, = p,a,,t. 
3. If s E Xi and t @ hi ==+ a:,, = p S t .  
4. Repeat step 1 for all local MMMs in CC. 
Table 3.1 
The state transition probability distribution A for d l .  For example, the transition 
goes from state 1 (media object CIt1) to state 2 (media object Cl,a) is 0.3820. 
state 
2 0.4474 0.5526 
Originally, It as,t = 1. Now, we need to check whether the new state transition 
probability distribution satisfies the restriction, too. For any rnedia object s E 
Xi, 
C t  ab,t = a : ,  + ai.t 
= C ~ E X ,  ~ s a s , t  + C t @ * ,  P S , ~  
= P s  CtE*, + C t @ ~ i  ps,t
A constructed state transition probability distribution for dl is shown in Table 3.1. 
Based on the obtained state transition probability distributions, the local MMMs for 
dl to d4 in the example multimedia database system can be ~onst~ructed with the 
state transition probabilities attached to the arcs to indicate the probabilities that go 
from one state to another state. 
Observation Symbol Probability Distribution Z? 
The observation symbol probability denotes the probability of observing an out- 
put symbol (attributelfeature) from a state (media object). Since a media object 
has its own set of attributeslfeatures and an attribute (a feature) can belong to mul- 
tiple media objects, the observation symbol probabilities show the probabilities an 
attribute (a  feature) is observed from a set of media objects. 
To construct 23 for a multimedia database (a warehouse), a temporary matrix B B  
is first formulated for each multimedia database (a warehouse). The numbers of the 
media objects in a database (or a warehouse) and the total number of the distinct 
attributeslfeatures in all the multimedia databases determine the dimension of B B. 
The appearance order of the distinct attributeslfeatures in BB is defined in the 
following manner. For each database d; where i=l to the total number of databases, 
the distinct attributeslfeatures of the first media object of d; are put in the rows of 
B B ,  next are the distinct attributeslfeatures of the second media object of d;, and so 
on until the last media object of d;. The process repeats for all the attributeslfeatures 
of all the media objects in all the databases. The distinct attributelfeature indicates 
that this particular attributelfeature has not appeared in B B. 
a In a local MMM A;: 
Let ml ,  ma, . . ., m,, be the media objects in d; and zl, 2 2 ,  . . ., ztot be the 
attributeslfeatures in all databases, where n; is the number of media objects 
in d; and tot is the number of distinct attributeslfeatures in all databases. Put 
ml ,  m2, . . ., m,, in the columns of BB and zl,  z2, . . ., ztOt in the rows of BB.  
Thus, BB is of size tot by n;. 
a In an integrated MMM Act: 
Let ml ,  ma, . . ., mk be the media objects in a warehouse CC and zl, z2, . . ., ztot 
be the distinct attributeslfeatures in all the databases, where k is the number 
of media objects in CC and tot is the number of distinct attributeslfeatures in 
all databases. Put m l ,  m2, . . ., mk in the columns of BB and zl,  z2, . . ., ztot in 
the rows of B B .  Thus, BB is of size tot by k. 
For each MMM (local or integrated), BB is defined as follows. 
1 if attributelfeature p belongs to  media object q 
BBD.0 = 
' ' ( 0 otherwise 
Table 3.2 
23 for d l .  
Each entity of BB is assigned a value 1 or 0 to indicate whether the attributelfeature 
belongs to the corresponding media object. In this example, dl  has two media objects 
and there are thirty distinct attributeslfeatures for d l  to d4.  Hence, the dimension 
of BB for dl  is thirty by two. Then the observation symbol probability distribution 
Z? can be obtained via normalizing BB per column. In other words, the sum of the 
probabilities which the attributesJfeatures are observed from a given media object 
should be 1. 
A constructed observation symbol probability distribution for dl  is shown in Ta- 
ble 3.2. The rows represent all the distinct attributesJfeatures in the multimedia 
databases and the columns represent the media objects in the corresponding multi- 
media database. 
Initial State Probability Distribution II 
Since the information from the training traces is available, the preference of the 
initial states for queries can be obtained. Let m E OC and CC be a data warehouse. 
Also, n; is the number of media objects in d;. 
In a local NlMM A;: 
For any media object m E d ; ,  the initial state probability is defined as the 
fraction of the number of occurrences of media object m with respect to the 
total number of occurrences for all the member media objects in d;  from the 
training traces. 
The T;,, value is the probability that a state (media object) m in d; can be the 
initial state for the incoming queries. 
a In an integrated MMM Ace: 
For any media object m E d; and d; E CC, 
The T C ~ , ,  value is the probability that a state (media object) m in CC can be 
the initial state for the incoming queries. 
In this example, using Equation 3.9, the four initial state probability distributions for 
d l  to  dq can be determined. 
rI1 = [5/9 4/91 for database d l  
112 = [4/14 6/14 4/14] for database d 2  
n, = 15/19 5/19 5/19 4/19] for database d3 
n4 = [2/15 3/15 4/15 6/15] for database d4  
Once the probabilistic distributions A, B ,  n for our M M M  mechanism are deter- 
mined, the two stochastic processes can be executed for data warehouse construction 
and multimedia database searching. 
3.2 A Stochastic Process: Similarity Measure 
A stochastic process is proposed for conceptual database clustering. Conceptual 
modeling allows an abstract representation of the multimedia databases and describes 
the databases with a set of conceptual schemas at different abstract levels. The 
objective of conceptual database clustering is to facilitate the understanding of the 
MDBMS and the speedup of query processing. To perform conceptual database 
clustering, a similarity measure is computed for each pair of databases which have 
quasi-equivalent media objects. This calculated similarity value is used to measure 
how well these two databases together match the observations generated by the sample 
queries. The similarity measure is partially derived from the hidden Markov models 
(HMMs) [31] and is formulated under the assumptions that the observation set Ok 
is conditionally independent given X  and Y ,  and the sets X E d; and Y E d j  are 
conditionally independent given di and d j .  Let Nk = k l  + k2. Define 
S M ( d ; ,  d j )  = similarity measure between databases di and dj 
OS = set of all observation sets 
Ok = (ol  , . . . , ON,) is an observation set with the attributes/features belonging to 
d;  and dj and generated by query k 
X  = ( x l , .  . . , x k l )  is a set of media objects belonging to d; in Ok 
= ( y l ,  . . . , yk2) is a set of media objects belonging to dj in Ok 
p ( O k  1 X ,  Y ;  d;, d j )  = the pobability of occurrence of ok given X  E d; and Y E dj 
F ( N k )  = an adjusting factor used because the lengths of the observation sets are 
variable 
The similarity measure is defined as follows. 
S M ( d i ,  d j )  = ( p ( o k  I X ,  Y ;  di, d j ) P ( X ,  Y ;  di, d j ) ) F ( N k ) ,  where (3.11) 
OkEOS 
p ( o k  1 X ,  Y ;  d;, d j )  = P(o1,. . . , okl I X ;  d i ) P ( ~ k l + l ,  - - , O N ,  I Y ;  (ij) (3.12) 
P ( X ,  Y ;  d;, d j )  = P ( X ;  d i ) P ( Y ;  d j )  (3.13) 
The similarity value is computed for two databases i and j which have quasi- 
equivalent media objects. The reason is that the topology cjf the probabilistic network 
is determined by the set of quasi-equivalent media objects input from the knowledge 
discovery subsystem. Therefore, if two databases do not have quasi-equivalent media 
objects between them, the similarity value between is assigned zero. That is, two 
databases are connected in the probabilistic network only if their media objects have 
the quasi-equivalence relationships. The similarity values are then transformed into 
the branch probability Pitj for nodes i and j (as shown in Table 3.3) in the probabilistic 
network. The transformation is executed by normalizing the similarity values per 
row to indicate the branch probabilities from a specific node (database) to all its 
accessible nodes (databases). Figure 3.2 is the probabilistic network with each node 
representing a database in the example multimedia resource subsyste,m. Each positive 
branch probability Pi,j is attached to the corresponding arc. 
Table 3.3 
The branch probabilities transformed from the similarity values. For 
example, the branch probability from dl to d4 is 0.8067. 
Fig. 3.2. The probabilistic network for the example multimedia database system. 
Nodes 1 to 4 represent databases dl  to d4 in the example, respectively. The positive 
branch probability is attached to the corresponding arc. The arcs with probabilities 
0 are not shown in the figure. 

4. DATA WAREHOUSING 
4.1 Introduction 
Data warehousing employs database technologies for storing and maintaining data. 
A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-varying, non-volatile collec- 
tion of data that is used primarily in organizational decision making [18]. Since 
data warehousing is targeted for decision support, the summarized and consolidated 
information from data is more important than the detailed and individual records. 
The summarized and consolidated information may be missing from the data in the 
database, but can be obtained from the data mining techniques. 
In a distributed information-providing environment, the number of databases has 
increased tremendously and much of the data in each database is structural in nature. 
Moreover, the worltloads are query intensive with mostly complex queries that tend 
to access millions of records from a set of databases in such an environment. Hence, 
there is a need to analyze and discover summarized knowledge at the database level, 
i.e. database clustering. Here, two databases are said to be related in the sense that 
they either are accessed together frequently or have similar records or objects. Those 
member databases that are conceptually placed in the same cluster are the data in a 
data warehouse. A federation of data warehouses is constructed, each with its own 
decentralized administration. 
This study considers conceptual database clustering rather than physical database 
clustering. Conceptual modeling allows an abstract representation of the participating 
databases and describes the databases with a set of conceptual schemas at different 
abstract levels. On the other hand, physical database clustering aims at improving 
the performance of databases by actually moving around the databases; that is not 
realistic given the autonomy of the databases. The objective of conceptual database 
clustering is to facilitate the understanding of the data warehouse schemas/views and 
the improvement of the query processing performance. An efficient database cluster- 
ing approach can enhance the performance by placing on the same data warehouse 
the related set of databases. Query processing, in general, involves the closely inter- 
related communication cost and processing cost. Data warehouses may contain large 
volumes of data. To answer queries efficiently requires a good database clustering 
strategy. The way the data warehouses are constructed is to put a set of databases 
belonging to a certain application domain in the same data warehouse since similarity 
measures of the databases are used for clustering. In addition, since those databases 
in the same application domain are most likely required consecutively on some query 
access path, the number of platter switches (communication cost) and the number 
of nodes traversed (processing cost) for data retrieval with respect to queries can be 
reduced. Here, when a query is issued in a database, but requires the data in another 
database, a platter switch or a database switch is counted. 
The integrated Markov model mediator (integrated MMM) mechanism is both 
the schema and view for a data warehouse. The network of databases is clustered 
into a federation of data warehouses via the proposed stochastic database clustering 
strategy which uses similarity measures introduced in previous chapter. A similarity 
measure is calculated only if these two databases have the structurally equivalent or 
quasi-equivalent media objects. A larger similarity value between two local MMMs 
implies that they should belong to the same data warehouse. The stochastic strategy 
is adopted since it provides better performance in object clustering [45]. After the 
federation of data warehouses is constructed, one integrated MMM serves as the 
schema and the view for one data warehouse. 
4.2 Conceptual Database Clustering 
4.2.1 Architecture 
Figure 4.1 shows the architecture for the data warehouse subsystem. The inputs 
of the subsystem are the probability distributions of the local MMMs and the proba- 
bilistic network which come from the probabilistic network subsystem. Another input 
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Fig. 4.1. Architecture for the data warehouse subsystem. The probabilistic network 
subsystem provides information such as the similarity values and the constructed 
probabilistic network to the data warehouse subsystem. An integrated M M M  is the 
unit for retrieving information for the user queries. An observation set is 
constructed for each user query and this observation set is used for multimedia 
database searching. 
Table 4.1 
The stationary probabilities for databases dl to d4. 
is the queries issued by the users. Since an integrated MMM consists of the databases 
which belong to  the same application domain, it is the unit for retrieving information 
for a query. An observation set is constructed for each user query and this observa- 
tion set is used for multimedia database searching. The hranch probabilities of the 
probabilistic network are transformed into the stationary probabilities. A database 
clustering strategy based on the stationary probabilities and the topology of the prob- 
abilistic network is proposed in this chapter. The database clustering strategy is used 
to  construct a federation of beneficial data warehouses since those databases with 
high affinity relationships are placed in the same data warehouse. After the data 
warehouses are formed, an integrated NIMM is constructed for each data warehouse 
and the three probability distributions for the integrated MMM need to be calculated. 
Information retrieval based on the integrated MMMs is shown in 138, 391. 
4.2.2 The Database Clustering Strategy 
The proposed stochastic database clustering strategy uses a similarity measure 
between every pair of databases to measure how well these two databases together 
match the observations generated by the sample queries. The stationary probability 
$i for each node i of the probabilistic network is computed from the Pi,j values from 
the previous chapter. The stationary probability 4; denotes the relative frequency of 
accessing node i (the ith database) in the long run. Table 4.1 shows the stationary 
probabilities for the four multimedia databases - dl, dz, d3, and d4. 
The conceptual database clustering strategy is traversal based and greedy. Data 
warehouses are created according to the order of the stationary probabilities of the 
multimedia databases. The database that has the largest stationary probability is se- 
lected to start a new data warehouse. While there is room in the current warehouse, 
all databases accessible in terms of the probabilistic network from the current mem- 
ber databases of the warehouse are considered. The database with the next largest 
stationary probability is selected and the process continues until the warehouse fills 
up. At this point, the next unpartitioned database from the sorted list starts a new 
data warehouse, and the whole process is repeated until no unpartitioned databases 
remain. The time complexity for this database clustering strategy is O(p log p), where 
p is the number of databases. 
In this example, assume the size of each data warehouse is two and apply the con- 
ceptual database clustering strategy. The size of the data warehouses is predefined 
and is the same for all data warehouses. The size of a data warehouse means the 
maximal number of member databases a data warehouse can have. Under this as- 
sumption, database dl  first starts a new warehouse; database d4 joins as a member of 
the warehouse since it has the next largest stationary probability and it is accessible 
from database dl .  Then, database d2 creates another new warehouse with database 
d3 joining the warehouse. Therefore, two data warehouses are constructed. An inte- 
grated NIMM is formulated to play as the schemalview of each data warehouse. 
4.2.3 Construction of Integrated MMMs for Data Warehouses 
Once the federation of data warehouses is obtained after the database clustering 
strategy is applied, it is necessary to find out the probability distributions for the 
integrated MMMs for the data warehouses since multimedia database searching is 
based on the probability distributions of the integrated MNIMs. 
Let's say the data warehouse which contains databases dl  and d4 is called CC1. 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the constructed A and 23 for the warehouse CC1. The rows 
and columns of A represent the media objects in the warehouse; while the rows and 
columns of 23 represent the total distinct attributeslfeatures in the system and the 
media objects in the warehouse, respectively. As for the initial probability distribution 
Table 4.2 
A for the integrated MMM for the warehouse CC1. 
Table 4.3 
Z? for the integrated MMM for the warehouse CC1. 
for the warehouse, Equation 3.10 is used and the values are as follows. 
IIcc, = [5/24 4/24 2/24 3/24 4/24 6/24] for data warehouse CC1 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
With the advanced progress in high-speed communication networks, large capacity 
storage devices, digitalized media, and data compression mechanisms, multimedia 
applications have become popular. The emergence of networks of databases and the 
explosive growth in the sizes of networks and data have motivated the need for a 
multimedia database management system (MDBMS). A good MDBMS should not 
only store, manage, and retrieve multimedia information, but also discover useful 
information from the databases. In addition, the time and cost for query processing 
increase as the size of the network increases. The cost for query processing is very 
high especially when hundreds of multimedia databases are involved. Because of the 
navigational characteristics of queries, queries tend to access information from those 
databases in a certain application domain. If those related databases are conceptu- 
ally grouped together as one unit, the time for query processing can be accelerated 
and the cost for query processing can be reduced. Toward this end, a probabilistic 
network-based mechanism is proposed for managing and utilizing the data in such an 
information-providing multimedia database environment. The probabilistic network- 
based mechanism systematically incorporates the probabilistic reasoning and data 
mining techniques into an MDBMS. 
With the help of a probabilistic network, the affinity relations of the databases 
in the network can be embedded in some probabilistic model. For this purpose, we 
presented a probabilistic based construct called Markov model mediator (MMM) to 
serve as the probabilistic model for each node in the probabilistic network. The 
MMM construct employs the principle of Markov models and the concept of media- 
tors. An MMM is a stochastic finite state machine with a stochastic output process 
attached to each state to describe the probability of occurrence of the output sym- 
bols (states). Thus, we have two concurrent stochastic processes: the sequence of 
the local/integrated MMM states modeling the structure of the media objects; and a 
set of state output processes modeling the predicting/identifying the required media 
objects for retrieving the information for an incoming query. 
Our proposed system provides four functional capabilities: structural organiza- 
tion, information mining, database management, and information utilization under 
six subsystems in three steps to facilitate the functionality of an MDBMS. The six 
subsystems are the multimedia resource subsystem, knowledge discovery subsystem, 
probabilistic network subsystem, data warehouse subsystem, query processing subsys- 
tem, and information retrieval subsystem. The multimedia resource subsystem pro- 
vides the probabilistic descriptions of a set of historical data and the structures of 
the databases as the prior information for the rest of the subsystems. The knowl- 
edge discovery subsystem and the probabilistic network subsystem provide the facilities 
to implement the structural organization and information mining capabilities based 
on the prior information from the multimedia resource subsystem. The network of 
databases is conceptually clustered into a federation of beneficial data warehouses 
in the data warehouse subsystem to perform database management. Finally, the 
information utilization capability can be achieved from the query processing subsys- 
t em and the information retrieval subsystem. These four functional capabilities are 
implemented in three steps. First, the probabilistic network is built by reasoning 
the probability distributions and mining the generalized affinity-based associations. 
Second, a federation of data warehouses is constructed by deriving the similarity mea- 
surement via a stochastic process. Third, a list of possible paths with respect to a 
query is identified via the second stochastic process. 
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